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Curiosity Guide #706 
Solar Energy 
Accompanies Curious Crew, Season 7, Episode 6 (#706) 

 

Beautiful Beads 
Investigation #5 

 

Description 

Presto change-o!  What makes the pretty colors come and go?  Why is 

this important? 

 

Materials 

• Solar beads 

• Pipe cleaners 

• Scissors 

• Plastic bag 

• Sunscreen (SPF 15 and SPF 50) 

• UV sunglasses 

• Sunny day 

• Sack 

• Transparent jar with solid top 

• Second clear container 

 

Procedure 

1) Cut a length of pipe cleaner long enough to make a bracelet. 

2) String the bracelet with solar beads. 

3) What will happen when you wear the bracelet outdoors in the sun? 

4) On a sunny day, wear the bracelet outdoors.  What do you observe? 

5) Fill three plastic sandwich bags with beads. 

6) Smear one side of a bag with SPF 15, one side of the second bag 

with SPF 50, and leave the third bag clean. 
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7) Place each bag of beads in the sun. 

8) What differences do you notice? 

9) What happens if you flip each bag over to a clean side? 

10) Fill a jar with the beads and leave some beads in a sack. 

11) Pull the beads out of the sack in the sunshine and observe. 

12) Open the jar and pour the beads into a second container. 

13) What do you notice about the beads that had been in the center of 

the jar? 

14) Place a few beads on a table in the sun, then hold the sunglasses 

over the beads to block the light.  What do you notice? 

 

Results 

 

Explanation 

The sun gives off a lot of energy in the form of light.  We can see the 

visible light, but not the ultraviolet or infrared light that the sun gives 

off.  Ultraviolet light can be harmful, and that is why we use sunscreen 

to prevent sunburns and UV sunglasses to protect our eyes.   
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The solar beads appear white in regular light, but special pigments in 

these beads react to ultraviolet light waves from the sun, or to 

fluorescent black lights and ultraviolet LED lights indoors.  The large 

pigment molecules are shaped like a lawn-chair, with the back raised 

into a sitting position.  When exposed to ultraviolet light, the pigment 

molecules get excited, and the back of their lawn-chair shape folds 

down to a near flattened position.  When the pigment molecules are in 

this shape and grouped into sheets, instead of reflecting all 

wavelengths of light so that the reflected light looks white, the 

pigment molecules absorb some of the wavelengths of visible light.  The 

remaining wavelengths that are reflected to your eyes appear as a 

rainbow of colors.  The reason you see a mixture of colors is because 

the sheets of flattened pigment molecules reflect different visible 

colors, depending on the shape and length of the sheets and the type 

of special pigment used on each bead.   

 

Solar beads are an inexpensive way to test for ultraviolet light.  The 

sunscreen experiment shows how the higher the SPF, the less vibrant 

the colors are on the beads, just as looking through a good pair of UV 

sunglasses will turn the beads a less vibrant color.    Pouring beads out 

of the jar demonstrates how quickly the molecules in the dye react to 

the presence of ultraviolet light.  When removed from sunlight or 

ultraviolet light, the pigment molecules return to their original shape.  

So, the beads can change color thousands of times, making the beads 

an efficient indicator of ultraviolet light. 

 

Parents and Educators: use #CuriousCrew #CuriosityGuide 

to share what your Curious Crew learned! 
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